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Abstract - Mobile ad hoc network is collection of wireless

Mobile ad hoc network is collection of wireless nodes that
can dynamically be set up anywhere and anytime without
using pre-existing infrastructure. It is autonomous system in
which mobile hosts connected by wireless links are free to
move randomly and often act as routers at the same time.
MANET has some attributes like simplicity of use,
continually changing topology, wireless connection and
distributed operations. Here, defined problem is to find
routes between mobile nodes to facilitate communication
within the network. The main goal of such an ad hoc network
routing protocol is to establish correct and efficient route
between a pair of mobile nodes. Route should be discovered
and maintained with a minimum of overhead and bandwidth
consumption.

nodes that can dynamically be set up anywhere and anytime
without using pre-existing infrastructure. It is autonomous
system in which mobile hosts connected by wireless links are
free to move randomly and often act as routers at the same
time. MANET has some attributes like simplicity of use,
continually changing topology, wireless connection and
distributed operations. Here defined Problem is to find routes
between mobile nodes to facilitate communication within the
network. The main goal of such an ad hoc network routing
protocol is to establish correct and efficient route between a
pair of mobile nodes. Route should be discovered and
maintained with a minimum of overhead and bandwidth
consumption. Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) is a hybrid routing
protocol that maintains routing details proactively for local
neighborhood (routing zone) and acquiring routes to farther
neighborhood (beyond the routing zone) is done reactively.
However, it generates many routing overhead control packets
consuming already limited energy and bandwidth in MANETs.
The main goal of this work is to reduce the end-to-end delay
and energy consumption incurred in routing in ZRP by
discerning border casting and location oriented route
discovery process which results in reduced target area to send
control packets.

MANET was planned only for military use in the beginning,
but now the MANET used in several areas like electronic
payments, virtual classrooms, video conferences, meetings,
rescue systems, automated battlefields, voting systems,
offices and vehicular computing. Mobile nodes use radio
transmits medium for message sending. It is a self-organized
network. Mobile nodes in wireless network can
communicate with one other in specific range. MANET has
some feature like Mesh network, dynamic topology, highly
adaptable and rapidly deployable network.
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There are several routing protocols used in MANET, mainly
classified under proactive/reactive routing protocols and
hybrid classes which are combination of proactive and
reactive routing finding approaches. Among them, Zone
Routing Protocol (ZRP) emerged as a most efficient hybrid
routing protocol that maintains routing details proactively
for local neighborhood (routing zone) and acquiring routes
to farther neighborhood (beyond the routing zone) is done
reactively. Routing process begins with a proactive approach
(IntrAzone Routing Protocol- IARP) and then the algorithm
serves the request from additionally-activated nodes
through reactive flooding (IntErzone Routing Protocol IERP). By adapting these two approaches ZRP not only
minimizes control overhead but also reduces end-to-end
delay. However, it generates many routing overhead control
packets consuming already limited energy and bandwidth in
MANETs.

wireless links, topology, routing zone

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is one of the most
promising fields for research and development of wireless
network. As the popularity of mobile device and wireless
networks significantly increased over the past years,
wireless ad-hoc networks has now become one of the most
vibrant and active field of communication and networks. Due
to severe challenges, the special features of MANET bring
this technology great opportunistic together. MANET is the
new emerging technology which enables users to
communicate without any physical infrastructure regardless
of their geographical location, that’s why it is sometimes
referred to as an “infrastructure less” network. The
proliferation of cheaper, small and more powerful devices
make MANET a fastest growing network.
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Routing in MANET is quite challenging and vibrant task.
There are many researches in the field of routing in MANET.
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Many scientific works are being carried by various
researchers and they have been classified into various
categories such as proactive and reactive classes and also,
combination of these two classes which comes under hybrid
category [1]. E. Alotaibi et al. have done the survey of routing
algorithms used in wireless Ad-Hoc network which
categorizes the routing algorithms into proactive and
reactive and hybrid categories [2]. A new idea of
geographical location orientation is proposed in the
literature. According to this, the location aided details in
routing is considered in order to reduce the packet overhead
while routing [3]. Two receptive routing protocols Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) and Ad hoc On Demand Distance
Vector (AODV) as reference for analysis of ZRP by
considering delay and link failure repairmen, delay and link
failure repairmen have their effect on expansion in end to
end delay, this consequently diminishes the quantity of
packets got subsequently the throughput [4]. The process of
discovering and maintaining routes in MANET by Zone
Routing Protocol is more effective and flexible. An
interesting protocol called Fisheye Zone Routing Protocol
(FZRP) is proposed by C. C. Yang et al. FZRP provides the
advantage of a larger zone with only a little increase of the
maintenance overhead. Two levels of routing zone are
defined in FZRP: the basic zone and the extended zone. They
have also made a simulation study to shows that FZRP is
more efficient than ZRP in terms of route finding cost with
only a little increase in the maintenance overhead [5]. The
basic and an extended zone are the two stages of routing
zones in FZRP. Loss of path is due to link failures. Link
failures are because of changing the position of the mobile
nodes in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Route
discovery operating cost is really more here. Broadcast
storming is a major problem in such networks. X. M. Zhang et
al. proposed a neighbor coverage-based probabilistic
rebroadcast protocol for decreasing operating cost caused by
routing in MANETs [6]. Marc R. Pearlman et al. verified the
special effects of density (relative node), velocity, span of the
network, and consumer data action on the ZRP performance.
Also, they set up schemes that permit every node to find and
so respond to changes in configuration. It is based on the
details taken out from ZRP traffic [7]. An effective evaluation
of the performance is presented by Sandeep Kaur et al.
Evaluation is made by comparing three hybrid routing
protocols ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol), SHARP (Sharp
Hybrid Adaptive Routing Protocol) and ZHLS (Zone
Hierarchical Link State) using simulator OPNET 14.0.
Various criteria such as load, data dropped, delay and
throughput are used for evaluation [8]. The research work
presented by M. N SreeRanga Raju et al. are upgrading the
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existing ZRP Model with enhancement. These enhancements
are MDVZRP, SBZRP, and QCS to achieve better performance.
The design goals of ZRP enhancement were to enhance the
performance in the area such as quick route reconfiguration
[9]. Author in his research paper analyzes the performance
of ZRP by variation in mobility rate of the nodes and
transmission distance along with the zone radius on QoS
based matrices [10].

2. EXISTING SYSTEM
There exists many routing protocols and algorithms which
are proposed to address the complexity and difficulty of
routing among the mobile nodes. They are mainly
subdivided into three main categories - Proactive routing
protocols, Reactive on-demand routing protocols, Hybrid
Protocols.
Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) is one of the
examples for proactive routing protocol. In DSDV, routing
tables are maintained in each node and regular update of the
routing table which uses the battery power and bandwidth
even if the network is idle. And also, propagating the
topology change information to entire network is costly. Ad
hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) is one of the
reactive routing protocols which establish the route to a
destination only on demand.
Here, distance vector routing is simple but requires more
time to establish a connection, and the initial communication
to establish a route is heavier. Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP)
one of the hybrid routing protocol combines the advantages
of proactive and reactive routings. The routing is initially
established with some proactively prospected routes and
then serves the demand from additionally activated nodes
through reactive flooding.

2.1 DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYSTEM
Each protocol has its own advantage and disadvantages in
different MANET settings or environments. Therefore, it is
hard to say which one is the best. This work concentrates
mainly on Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP).In ZRP, First it sends
the message and discovers the route with proactive approach
(IntrAzone Routing Protocol - IARP) and then the algorithm
uses reactive flooding(IntErzone Routing Protocol - IERP).
Using these 2 protocols it overheads are reduced and
minimizes end-to-end delay. Still routing overhead is a cause
of concern. Routing overhead and end-to-end delay is still a
significant issue in ZRP and there is a scope of improvement.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The advancement in science and technology has made
devices such as mobile to be smaller and have various
functions which are far advanced than basic with the speed
of high data transfer rate. This became advantageous for
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MANETs viz. Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. MANET is a group of
mobile can be in touch with one another with the help of a
wireless even if a fixed communication structure is not
present. Here each mobile communicates with each other
through hops. Thus a path gets formed amongst the mobiles
(or hosts) in the network. If a structure which is flexible,
then MANET may not use base stations at all but use its
widespread application range. However what is advantage
may also act as disadvantage since in the network there
exists free nodes and they don't have any pre-existing
infrastructure. Hence now many a times the topology gets
changed. Hence it is very important of find and keeps the
routes significantly.
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destination location field and returns it to source node S
through the inverse path of RREQ packet. Every node has to
keep a tab about location of destinations and its duty is to
update whenever it receives RREP packets or RREQ packets
and refreshes periodically. The information helps in next
route request.

4.2 Re-Bordercasting
The request route process made in ZRP is bifurcated into two
stages. In the 1st stage source node S searches the existence
of destination D in its zone by using IARP table. Zone routing
for a specific node means it is an area which is covered by
nodes which have the shortest paths to this node and this is
equal to the radius of zone (counting is done by hop). The
border nodes of every zone are called peripheral nodes. For
example, in Fig. 1, nodes C, M, N, K, J, and H are the peripheral
nodes in the routing zone of source node S. After 1st stage, if S
cannot find out any routes to D, then it will turn to the 2nd
stage, i.e. global reactive routing (Interzone). Here it does not
simply broadcasting RREQ packets, but uses border casting
i.e. the RREQ packets are directly sent to peripheral nodes.
However, if we spread the RREQ packets to entire network, it
causes waste of energy, redundancy and overhead for
routing.

There are many algorithms to solve such problems. One of
them is Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP).First it sends the
message and discovers the route with proactive approach
(IntrAzone Routing Protocol - IARP)) and then the algorithm
uses reactive flooding (IntErzone Routing Protocol - IERP).
Using these 2 protocols it overheads are reduced and
minimizes end-to-end delay .Still routing overhead is a cause
of concern. Routing overhead and end-to-end delay is still a
significant issue in ZRP and there is a scope of improvement.
In this approach, efforts are towards improving ZRP with
respect to routing overhead with assistance from location
information. It brings advantages of hybrid routing protocol
and location information. It not only inherits advantages of
hybrid routing protocol type but also utilizes the location
information provided to almost mobile devices nowadays.

4. LOCATION-ORIENTED ZONE ROUTING
PROTOCOL
4.1 Target Location Information
Today with advancement in technology, Through Global
Positioning System (GPS) it is been easy to detect location of
mobile nodes with better accuracy. Here it's been assumed
that all nodes which are in the network have got their own
coordinates from GPS. Now the problem is while each node
does have easily information about its own location, the
source node S has no idea about the intended destination
location. For this, destination location information is
mentioned in the table of Route REPly (RREP) packets that
destination D replies to source S. If we add the destination
location information then efficiency of the network degraded
is trivial because of marginal increment in packet size, the
method can minimize the redundant routing overhead
packets (Route REQuest messages [RREQ]).

Fig- 1: Routing in the Protocol [3]
If we know destination’s location, we can decrease the
number of redundant RREQ packets. In Fig. 1, the straight
line d (ax + by + c = 0) separates the network into two parts:
•
•

Let a node X use IERP to find path to destination. Then, it
decides: which are the peripheral nodes which continue to
border-casting RREQ packets and on which side the
peripheral nodes belong to. In the Fig- 1, the nodes M, N, K
continue route discovery process whereas the nodes C, H, J
cannot receive RREQ packets. Else X will not forward RREQ
packet to P. It is assumed that any peripheral node cannot

Initially the source node S does not have any information
when it wants to send data to destination D, hence RREQ
packet S sent to another node is set to -1 for destination
node. This packet spreads to entire network till the needed
destination D receives it. This Destination D creates another
RREP packet which contains the location information in
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The opposite side of D is non-reborder casting side
and
The side with D is reborder casting side.
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satisfy this condition. Then to find out a path to the
destination, all of the peripheral nodes will necessarily have
to take part in route discovery process.

• D is perpendicular to SD
• S belong to D
The equation of straight line d:
(1)
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and reduced delay in communication between the origin and
the target nodes.
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